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Frobenius algebra $\mathbb{C}$ algebra $A$ $A$
$<,$ $>$ $<ab,$ $c>=<a,$ $bc>$ $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{a}$
Frobenius algebra $(A, <, >)$ grading operator $Q$ ( $\mathbb{C}$
$Q:Aarrow A$
$Q(ab)=Q(a)b+aQ(b)$ , $<Q(a),$ $b>+<a,$ $Q(b)>=d<a,$ $b>$






$F(t_{1}, t_{2}, \ldots, t_{n})$ {








$F(t_{1}, t_{2}, \ldots, t_{n})$ WDVV
$(e_{\alpha})$ 2 $\eta_{\alpha\beta}$ Frobenius
grading operator 1 Euler operator
$E= \sum_{\alpha}$ [(l-q\mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$})t $+r_{\alpha}$] $\frac{\partial}{\partial t_{\alpha}}$ .
$q_{\alpha},$ $r_{\alpha}$ { $q_{1}=1,$ $r_{\alpha}\neq 0$ { $q_{\alpha}=1$ (
Euler operator $E$ [
$E(F(t_{1}, t_{2}, \ldots, t_{n}))=(3-d)F(t_{1}, t_{2}, \ldots, t_{n})+$ ($t$ 2 )
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$t_{1}=0,$ $t_{3}=0$ ( Quantum cohomology
$QH^{*}(\mathrm{P}^{2}(\mathbb{C}))\cong \mathbb{C}[e_{2}]/(e_{2}^{3}=q)$






$M=\mathbb{C}^{n}$ Robenius $(t_{1}, t_{2}, \ldots, t_{n})\in$
$\mathbb{C}^{n}$ affine End(TM) $\omega$
$\omega(v)$ : $TMarrow TM$
$\omega(v)(u)=u\cdot v$ $TM$




1. $z$ $\nabla=d+z\omega$ : $TMarrow TM\otimes\Omega^{1}$
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$T^{*}(M\cross \mathbb{C})$ :
$\tilde{\nabla}_{u}(\frac{d}{dz})=0$ , $\overline{\nabla}$ $( \frac{d}{dz})$ $=0$ ,
$\tilde{\nabla}_{\frac{d}{dz}}(v)=\partial_{z}(v)+E\cdot v-\frac{1}{z}Qv$ .































Theorem 2. $QH^{*}(\mathrm{P}^{2}(\mathbb{C}))$ Frobenius level
3 Laplace $z=\infty$
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